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Online Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences

● Invented by Neil Sloan in the 1970s (and it looks like it’s 
from the 1970s) 

● Online search engine for integer sequences (it’s Google, 
for nerds)





Contributing to the OEIS

Anyone can contribute:

● Original integer sequences
● Comments to existing sequences
● New terms for sequences whose terms are difficult to find

OEIS has been widely used in the mathematical community 
and has been involved in the discovery of new theorems



SUB[343] - The 
sequence of winning 
morning math tickets

SUB[sqrt(2)] - The 
frequency of eye 
twitches per second 
while bad adding 
fractions

SUB[000001] - A binary 
representation of good 
breakfast vs. bad 
breakfast at Grub Steak



Night Math
Neat Stuff: 

1. Individually, or in groups, create and 
propose an original integer sequence to 
the OEIS. Sequences can be inspired 
from our problem sets during Morning 
Math or from anywhere else you find 
mathematical inspiration.  

“Get to work”



Our idea for an integer sequence: unique (fully reduced) 
lattice points in between the lines πx and ex



● We can use Desmos to illustrate the solutions (and the intuition that led us to the program we wrote)
● Any integers in the shaded range, over whatever the value of n is, will be lattice point solutions
● After gathering these values, eliminate any numerator/denominator pairs where gcd(a, b) != 1
● (P.S. - You can slightly alter this process to find the fraction with the lowest denominator between 

two fractions, or to find the fraction with the lowest denominator within (error) of a fraction)



First ~1,200 terms





Octopus Envelops Irate Squirtle
Our Pitch

● Great way to do math in a community
● Gentle introduction to the peer review process
● You get your name on the Internet
● Classroom project potential


